
HECKBOY is a mini no-knob fuzz and oscillation device. The green mode features a seriously 
gnarly, yet harmonically balanced fuzz sound that is now even more versatile/intense with the all-
new high gain mod switch! The red mode throws HECKBOY into self-oscillation, emitting a 
screaming feedback/synthy drone that you must fight through with your guitar playing. This 
causes extra heavy distortion, glitches, octavey undertones, and sometimes pure chaos. Chaotic 
GOOD, though! 

If you make sure HECKBOY isn’t after a buffer, you can use your instrument’s knobs and 
switches to control the tone of the red mode’s feedback, making for a super fun noise-maker on 
stage and in the studio. Who knew so much could be packed into one little box? Aliens. That’s 
who. It also features easily-accessible trimpots for volume and oscillation behavior. And, this 
pedal comes with a mini screwdriver! Your great leader is so smart and generous.

Requires a standard 9v center negative 2.1 barrel connector power supply (not included.) Isolated 
power supply recommended.



BYPASS (right footswitch) - Heckboy on, or Heckboy off.

MODE (left footswitch) - Toggles between GREEN mode (standard fuzz sound) and RED mode 

(oscillation, feedback, drone, glitches, extra fuzz, extra fun, etc!) 

GAIN SWITCH - Minus (-) for less gain (which is still a lot, honestly) and Plus (+) for more gain! 
Minus is the traditional setting found on the old Oneder Goon Fuzz and Fuzzhausen pedals, and 
Plus is the new, wide-open high gain setting for a splatty and nasty fuzz. This switch also changes 
the behavior of the oscillation in RED mode to unlock even more sounds!

VOLUME TRIMPOT (VOL) - Use a small screwdriver to gently change the output level of Heckboy. 
Comes from the shop set at noon.

OSCILLATION TRIMPOT (OSC) - changes the tone and behavior of the oscillation in RED mode. 
Note: you can change the pitch of the tone and the trim pot can let more or less of your guitar fight 
through, but the feedback itself cannot be tamed!

CONTROLS

+-



WARRANTY INFO

Oneder Effects pedals are covered under warranty for materials and workmanship for
1 year after date of shipment, tied to the original owner only. Warranty is non-transferrable.
Pedals under warranty will be repaired for no charge. If a pedal is found defective within 
30 days of purchase, we will provide a shipping label. In the event of a non-warranty repair, 
the customer is responsible for the cost of parts, labor, and return shipping.

Cause of any defect or malfunction is determined at our discretion. The warranty covers
manufacturing defects as well as mechanical or electrical failure. Warranty does not
cover liquid damage, scratches and dents, use of the wrong power supply, or other forms
of misuse. 

Contact us at onedereffects@gmail.com or through a contact form on our website to initiate 
a repair. Be as thorough as you can be about your setup, power supply, and the issues you
are having with the pedal. Things happen, but we want to make sure we get it
right so you can enjoy your gear!


